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Abstract
Online English auction is most familiar and mostly used online auction process in
the present scenario. It is the most efficient auction process which gives most desirable
results in terms of revenue . Our scheme involves three parties, namely the Registration
Manager(RM), Auction Manager(AM), and Bidder(B). The Registration Manager publi-
cizes the parameters to register the bidders, allowing them to participate in the bidding
process. It also protects the bidding rights and manages the information on the key. The
Auction Manager is responsible for conducting the bidding after the registration is over.
Our proposed scheme satisfies the following features such as anonymity, no framing, un-
forgeability, non-repudiation, fairness, public verifiability, one-time registration, and easy
revocation. The scheme uses Discrete Logarithmic Problem (DLP) and Secure Hash Al-
gorithm (SHA-1) as hash function.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Online Auction
Online auctions overcome traditional auctions and usually the number of bidders are in
large number. In both online and traditional auctions, bidders and sellers buy and sell
products and services. Bid price at the start of bidding process are less but they increase
gradually to meet market demand. Online auctions are available across the whole world
through internet and the time span of auctioning of a product ranges from one to ten days
normally.
Online auctions have become popular because of the following reasons:
• There is no limitation of time.
• Time limits are flexible as anytime a bidder can go for bidding if it is in process.
• There are no such limitations of geography.
• Social interactions are high in Online auctions.
• The number of sellers and bidders are in large number, which gives a bidder an
opportunity to select the item which is desirable to him/her. Also the sellers make
huge profit due to large number of bidder participation.
1.2 Types of Online Auction
1.2.1 English Auction
In English bidding the bid starts from a minimum value and price of the item increases in
ascending order. The bidder with highest amount of bid is declared as the winner when
the auction ends and the price to be paid by the bidder is the highest bid made by him/her.
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Sometimes, The seller sets a minimum price for bid from which the bid starts which is
called as base price or reserve price. The English Auction is most popular for the reason
that, it uses a process that people can understand which helps in reducing transaction
costs[11]. In Online English auctions the physical presence of the bidders is not required
so it overcomes the traditional English auction. Even though it is a vulnerable to various
forms of forgery its popularity has increased in recent years.
There are three variations in English Auction as follows:
• The base/reserve price is not revealed sometimes at the start of the auction[20].
• Sometimes, instead of being called out, the bids are with signals such as lightening
the candle in physical environment.
• Sometimes, before dropping out of bidding the bidders must announce that he/she
is backing off of the auction process. This is known as open-exit auction.
1.2.2 Dutch Auction
Dutch auctions are the exactly opposite of English auctions. In the case of English auction
the bid starts from minimum amount but in the case of Dutch auctions the bid starts from
highest amount and the price is is systematically lowered until the first buyer accepts the
price to pay. On an average it is found that in this type of auction the accepted price is 30
percent higher then other auction schemes[2].
There are mainly four variations in Dutch Auctions such as:
• Basic Dutch Auction : In this type of format, the only one product is offered for
sale not multiple ones. The starting bid price is very high and it is lowered until a
bidder is intrested to buy the product at that price [19].
• Second-Item Auction : In this format of dutch auction, a predetermined number
of equal products are available. Bidders then bid with the price and amount of that
item. At last, the bids are collected, a clearing price is determined on the basis that
the supply of product equals demand or not. Each bidder then pays the same bid
price for their bid quantity. This format of auction is very powerful and simple to
use, but it has one major drawback that bidders only get to place only one bid.
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• Supply/Demand Auction : In this format, the bidders and the sellers place a single
bid with a price and quantity. Bidders bid on what they would like to buy at, sellers
on the other hand look at what price/quantity they would like to sell at. When all the
bids are collected from both bidders and sellers, a final price is determined where
supply equals demand. This format is effective when the number of buyers and
seller are large.
• Advanced Dutch Auction : In this type of auction, bidders are allowed to create
an entire demand curve instead of limiting them to a single value so that multiple
bids can be placed by a bidder.
1.2.3 Sealed first price/Blind auction
In this type of auction all the bidders submit their bid price which is called as sealed bid, In
this case the bid price is known to the corresponding bidder himself not other bidders[17].
The bidder with highest submitted bid price wins the bid and the final price of the item
becomes the bid price of that bidder. But in this case, since the bidders are unable to know
the bid price of other participants they can not adjust their bid price accordingly.
There are five variations in Blind Auction as follows:
• The can be known or unknown number bidders[18].
• There may not be any starting price so that an item will be sold definitely.
• The bid price of winner may be announced to be verified by other biddrs that their
price of bid was less then winner. Bid price of non winning bidders may also be
made public.
• The negotiation on the final bid price may or may not be entertained by auctioneer.
1.2.4 Vickrey auction
This type of auctions are similar to the Blind Auctions. But the only difference is that the
winner pays the bid price of second highest bidder.
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1.3 Sill Bidding
A shill refers to someone who purposely gives the impression that he or she is an en-
thusiastic independent customer of a seller that he/she is secretly working for[2]. A shill
usually bids in an auction which is conducted by a particular seller. The bid frequency of
a shill is usually very high. A shill can have no or few wins.
1.4 Security loopholes
1 Anonymity: During the auction process, the identity of a bidder should not be
determined by any other bidder and also the Auction Manager[9].
2 Traceability : When the auction ends, the winner of the bidding process should be
identified.
3 No framing : Using the identity of any bidder no any other bidder can participate
in the bidding.
4 Unforgeability : There should not be any case of bid forgery.
5 Non-repudiation : The bidder who wins the bid cannot deny his/her price of bid
after the winner is announced.
6 Fairness : The requests for bidding by any bidder should be dealt in fair manner by
Registration Manager at any cost.
7 Public Verifiability : At the end of the auction, the identity of winner and the final
bid price must be be verified by any other bidder.
8 Unlinkability among different rounds of auction : During the different rounds of
auction, there could be no one who can draw any conclusion about the link of any
other individual participant[3].
9 Linkability in a round of auction : During a particular round of auction, any
bidder could be in a position to know the number of bids offered by a particular
bidder and also the bid price.
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10 Efficiency of bidding : Complexity of bidding process and costs transmission dur-
ing the auction should be minimized.
11 One-time registration : Initially, the bidder needs to be registered to the Registra-
tion Manager.After the registration, the bidder can participate multiple bidding.
12 Easy revocation : The bidding rights of any bidder could be easily and efficiently
revoked by Registration manager.
1.5 Participants in Online Auctions
1 Registration Manager(RM) : The bidder’s registration key and his/her identity is
kept secret by Registration Manager, it also manages and stores the information on
the key. When the auction ends, the Registration Manager forwards the information
and identity of winner to the seller of the product when the auctioneer requests[1].
2 Auction Manager(AM) :After the registration process, the Auction Manager takes
the charge of conducting the bidding process[8].
3 Bidder(B) : Participant in the auctioning process.
1.6 Stages of Online Auction
There are five stages of Online Auction as follows[7][16] :
1 Bidder’s Registration : Identity information of bidder and registration key is
posted to registration manager.
2 Generation of auction keys : When a request for an auction comes, the Registra-
tion Manager produces auction keys for each bidder.
3 Auction setup : Auction manager gets the keys of all available legitimate bidders
from the Registration Manager’s bulletin board and the auction starts.
4 Bidding stage : Bidding starts using the public key of Auction Manager and private
key of bidder and also signature is calculated.
5 Verification stage : The legitimacy of the bidder is verified.
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6 Announcing the winning bidder : After the whole process, the Auction Manager
and Registration Manager both post the information of winner on the bulletin board
for the other bidders to verify whether the bid if fair or not.
1.7 Digital Signature
In conventional signature the signature is not a separate document rather it is a part of
the document. But in digital signature, the signature is a separate document. The signer
sends two documents: the message and the signature. Both documents are received by the
receiver and the receiver verifies the signature whether it belongs to the sender or not[5].
The another difference between a conventional signature and digital signature is that we
can duplicate the conventional signature but in digital signature it is not possible unless
there is a factor of time (for instance time-stamp). Digital signature provides message au-
thentication, message integrity and non-repudiation using a trusted party. Hash functions
are used to preserve the message integrity.
The signature process includes three steps:
• Key generation.
• Signing.
• Verification.
1.7.1 Attacks on Digital Signature
1)Key-Only Attack: In this type of attack, the intruder has the access of only public
information published by the sender. To forge the message, the intruder needs to create
the signature and convince the receiver that the message is coming from the sender[13].
2)Known –Message Attack: In this type of attack, the intruder has the access of one
or more message signature pair or we can say that, the intruder has the access of some
documents already signed by the sender[14]. After getting the message signature pairs,
the intruder tries to create another message and forge sender’s signature.
3)Chosen-Message Attack : In this type of attack, when the sender signs one or more
messages for the intruder, the intruder tries to create another message of his/her wish, and
forges the sender’s signature in it[15].
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1.8 Motivation
In this advanced era, people have become so much dependent on the technology and
everyone wants to save the time. Due to this, online auctioning has become very much
popular these days. Since e-commerce and online money transaction has become so much
popular it has made online auctioning process so easy and user friendly.
There are many limitations of traditional auctions such as geographical boundary, each
bidder’s physical presence, time limit and a small target audience. This has to be dealt
with due to increase in the number of buyers. In online auction process the major concern
has become security because of the increase in forgery over the internet. Earlier methods
are having shortcomings related to the internet security. Shill bidding has also become
one of the key factors affecting online auctioning process. Thus an efficient and secured
auction process is required.
1.9 Objectives of Research
• To propose an efficient Online English Auction Scheme.
• To propose an Online English Auction Scheme which is secured and nullifies the
security loopholes.
• To propose an Online English Auction Scheme which is free from Shill Bidding.
1.10 Organisation of Thesis
The rest of Thesis is organized as follows :
Chapter 2: In this chapter, A survey of Online English Auction scheme by Wu et al.
is discussed.
Chapter 3:In this chapter, we have shown our proposed Online English Auction
scheme.
Chapter 4:In this chapter, we have shown implementation and result implementation.
We have also mentioned the security analysis in this chapter.
Chapter 5:In this chapter, we have shown the conclusion and future work.
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Literature Survey
2.1 Review of Wu et al. Scheme:
This scheme consists of three participants namely Registration Manager, Auction Man-
ager and the Bidder. Here the RM is responsible for the identity of the bidder and corre-
sponding registration key as well as key management storage of information[3]. When the
auction ends, the Registration Manager should forward the information about the winning
bidder and his/her identity to the seller of the product, at the request of the user. Whereas,
the Auction Manager takes the charge of auction after the registration process and con-
ducts the auction and Bidder is participant in the auction process.
The auction process consists of six phases namely Initial stage, Bidders’ registration
stage Auction setup, Bidding stage, Verification stage and Announcement of the winning
bidder.
2.1.1 Bidding parameters
p : p is a large prime number.
q : q is prime factor of (p-1).
g : A generative number of the order q.
Bi : Bidder number i.
SKi : Private key of Bi.
RKi : Registration key of Bi.
SKAM: Private key of the Auction Manager.
PKAM: Public key of the Auction Manager.
r j : A random number selected by the Auction Manager during jth auction.
g j : Auction Manager’s public information in the jth auction.
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vi, j: A parameter selected and made public by the Auction Manager in the ith auction
so that others can verify bidder Bi .
Ci, j : The bidder Bi’s proof the he/she has participated in jth auction.
(W1 j,W2 j : A point arbitrarily selected and made public by the Auction Manager in
the jth auction for others to Verify bidder’s certificates.
2.1.2 Bidding Stages
1 Initial Setup :
• The Registration Manager publicizes p,q,g and h(.) where p is a very large prime
number, q is prime factor of (p-1), g is a generative number of the order q and h(.)
is one way hash function.
• The Auction Manager during this stage performs three steps as:
Step 1 : The Auction Manager establishes a bulletin board which is read only. It
verifies the information of all bidders during auction. The Auction Manager also
conserves the updating rights[1].
Step 2 : The Auction Manager selects its private key SKAM ∈ Zq∗ , and calculates
its public key as follows:
PKAM = gSKAM mod p (2.1)
Step 3 : Finally, The Auction Manager(AM) publicizes PKAM .
2 Bidder Registration :In this stage each bidder who wants to join the auction pro-
cess, he/she must follow the following three steps of registration :
Step 1 : Each bidder has to select a private key SKi∈Z∗q and calculate its corre-
sponding registration key as follows:
RKi = gSKimod p (2.2)
Step 2 : Bidder also selects an integer t∈Z∗q and calculates the information verifi-
cation of RKi ,( γi and εi ) as calculated below:
γi = h(gtmod p) (2.3)
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εi = (t +SKiγi) (2.4)
Finally, the bidder forwards the following parameters (RKi,γi,εi) to the Registration
Manager.
After receiving the parameters sent by the bidder such as (RKi,γi,εi) the Registration
Manager can determine the legitimacy if ith bidder based on the equation given
below:
γi
′
= h(gεiRKi
−1
)mod p (2.5)
If the equation 2.5 holds, the Registration key RKi of ith bidder is verified as a valid
key. Now, the identity information of ith bidder as well as the registration key of
corresponding bidder Bi (RKi), is stored in the user registration database and is sent
to the Auction Manager. This completes the registration process for the bidder Bi.
3 Auction Setup : The AM makes the set of all registered bidders who have been
already registered as U = B1,B2, ....,Bn where n is the no of registered bidders. The
Auction Manager follows the following steps when an auction is requested for the
auction setup. Let us assume that the auction below is at jth bid.
Step 1 : The Auction Manager selects an integer r j∈Zq and calculates its public
information g j as follows:
g j = gr jmod p (2.6)
Step 2 : The Auction Manager calculates Si and ∂i jfor all ith bidder Bi as:
Si = RK
SKAM
i mod p (2.7)
∂i, j = RK
r jh j(Si)
i mod p (2.8)
Step 3 : Now, the Auction Manager randomly selects W1, j,W2, j∈Z∗p, and finds a
straight line Li, j using the points (0,∂i, j) and W1, j,W2, j, then identifies(Vi, j,0), the
intersecting point of the x-axis and Li, j , as :
vi, j = (W1, j∂i, j)∗ (∂i, j−W−12, j )mod p (2.9)
Step 4 : Finally, the Auction Manager posts ( W1, j,W2, j,g j,v1, j,v2, j, .....,vn, j ) for
verification.
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4 Bidding Stage : For any bidder Bi to participate in jth auction, the bidder Bi must
follow the steps given below :
Step 1 : The bidder calculates Si using the AM’s public key PKAM as :
Si = SK
PKAM
AM mod p (2.10)
Step 2 : By using the private key ofith bidder SKi and previously calculated value
of Si, the bidder calculates its auction certificate Ci, j as follows:
Ci, j = g jSKih
j(Si)mod p (2.11)
Step 3 : Now, the bidder selects an integer t ∈ Zq∗, fixes a price of bid as bidi, j,
after this the bidder calculates the corresponding signature (ai, j and bi, j) as :
ai, j = h((g jtmod p)‖bidi, j (2.12)
bi, j = (t +SKih j(Si)ai, j)modq (2.13)
At last, each bidder publicizes (Ci, j,bidi, j,ai, j,bi, j ), which completes the bidding
process.
5 Verification Stage : During the verification stage it is necessary that any bidder par-
ticipating in the bidding process should verify the bidder and bidding amount.The
values publicized by each ith bidder such as (Ci, j,bidi, j,ai, j,bi, j ), can be verified by
any other bidders as follows:
Step 1 : The legitimacy of Ci, j can be verified by following equation :
ai, j = h((g jbi, jC−ai, j i, j)) (2.14)
If the above equation is satisfied, then Ci, j is verified as a valid auction certificate
and the bid price of Bi is accepted.
Step 2 : Auction information verification vi, j is calculated using (0,Ci, j) and (W1, j,W2, j)
as follows:
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v
′
i, j = (W1, jCi, j)∗ (Ci, j−W2, j)−1(2.15)
Finally, after comparing the values v and v
′
, if they are equal then the bid price Ci, j
is declared as the price bid by the legitimate bidder.
6 Winner Announcement Stage : When bidding completes, the Auction Manager
obtains the information on the highest bid and forwards (h j(Si)r j)−1o f ith bidder to
the Registration Manager. Now, RKi is calculated by RM using Ci, j and (h j(Si)r j−1)
. The result is saved in the database by RM, which confirms the bidder identity and
then the Registration Manager informs manufacturer about winner of that item.
2.1.3 Mathematical Preliminaries
1 Discrete Logarithmic Problem (DLP) In mathematics, a discrete logarithm is
an integer k solving the equation ak = b. Here b and k are elements of a finite
group. Discrete logarithms are the finite-group-theoretic correlation of ordinary
logarithms, for two real numbers a and b, it solves the same equation, where the
base of the logarithm is a and b is the value whose logarithm is being taken. It is
believed that computing discrete logarithms is very difficult[5]. No such power-
ful general method for computing discrete logarithms on traditional computers is
known, and public key cryptography based algorithms use DLP based security by
assuming that it has no efficient solution. In short, we can say that for any y ∈ Zp∗,
it is computationally in-feasible to derive ‘x′ such that y = gxmod p .
2 One Way Hash FunctionOne way hash functions are the functions which after
being applied to an element it is computationally in-feasible to get the original
element. The One way hash function used in the above described bidding process
is as follows:
h j(k) = h(k,h j−1(k) (2.16)
Where,
h0(k) = k (2.17)
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Chapter 3
An Online English Auction scheme
3.1 Proposed Scheme
The proposed Online English auction protocol consists of a Registration Manager (RM),
an Auction Manager (AM) and bidder(B). The RM publicizes the public parameters to
register the bidders, allowing them to participate in the bidding process. The RM also
protects the information about the bidders identity as well as for the manages and stores
the information on the key . When the registration process is over control of the auction
process goes to the AM. AM gets the registration keys of each corresponding bidders
from the RM, and at the end of the auction AM sends the winning bidder’s identity to the
Auction Manager. Bidder participates in the bidding and produces its own ticket for the
bidding and sends to Auction Manager. The scheme consists of five phases namely Initial
stage, Registration phase, Auction setup, Bidding and verification and winner announce-
ment phase.
3.1.1 System Parameters
p : A large prime number.
q : A prime factor of (p−1).
g : A generative number of order q.
Bi : ith bidder.
SKAM : Auction Manager’s private key.
PKAm : Auction Manager’s public key.
SKi : ith bidder’s private key.
RKi : ith bidder’s registration key.
m : message (price of bid).
28
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h(.) : SHA-1 hash function.
T Ki : Bidder’s bid ticket produced by the Auction Manager.
3.1.2 Bidding Stages
The proposed scheme consists of five stages.
1 Initial stage:
First of all, the Registration Manager publicizes the public parameters such as p and
q, where p is a large prime number, q is a prime factor of (p-1), g is the generative
number of order q and h(.) is SHA-1 hash function.
Secondly, the AM selects its private key SKAM ∈ Zq∗ and calculates its own public
key as :
PKAM = gSKAM mod p (3.1)
At last PKAM is made public by the Auction Manager.
2 Registration Stage :
During this phase each bidder calculates its registration key RKi using its own pri-
vate key SKi∈Z∗q as follows :
RKi = gSKimod p (3.2)
Also, each bidder selects k∈Z∗q and calculates :
Li = h(gk)mod p (3.3)
Mi = (k−SKiLi)modq (3.4)
Now, the bidder forwards the parameters (RKi,Li,Mi) to the Registration Manager.
After getting these parameters sent by the bidder, the Registration Manager checks
the legitimacy of each ith bidder. For this, the Registration Manager calculates :
L
′
i = h(g
MiRKiLi)(3.5)
If the Registration Manager finds that Li=Li
′
, then the bidder (Bi)is considered
as the legitimate bidder and registration key (RKi) of each bidder is sent to the
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Registration Manager’s database otherwise, the registration is unsuccessful and is
rejected.
3 Auction Setup Stage:
This stage involves two steps as :
Step 1 :The Registration Manager sends the registration key RKi of each bidder to
the Auction Manager.
Step 2 :After getting the registration keys of each bidder, the AM calculates the
bidding ticket for each bidder as:
T Ki = h(RKiPKAM)mod p (3.6)
After creating the ticket of the bidder, the Registration Manager sends it to the cor-
responding bidder.
4 Bidding and Verification Stage:
During the bidding phase, each bidder selects w ∈ Zq∗ and calculates k = gwmod p ,
the value of ‘k′ is made as public and encrypts the message ’m’(price of the bid) as:
Ci = Ek(m) (3.7)
Now, the bidder calculates the following parameters :
ri = gwmodq (3.8)
l = gT Kimodq (3.9)
ei = h(ri) (3.10)
Si = (eiT Ki +w)modq (3.11)
After calculating the above parameters, the bidder sends (Ci,l,ei,Si) to the the auc-
tion manager for verification.
After receiving the parameters (Ci,l,ei,Si),the Auction Manager computes:
rii = (gSil−ei)modq (3.12)
After computing the above equation, the Auction Manager also checks whether
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ei=h(ri
′
) or not. If satisfies then the bid is legitimate. Also, the Auction Manager
declares Ci of each bidder as public after the end of each round of auction.
4 Winner Announcement Stage :
After the end of the auction, the Auction Manager decrypts the message(m) as :
m = Dk(Ci) (3.13)
And, the bidder with highest bidding price is declared as winner.
3.1.3 Correctness Verification
The Registration Key RKi is a valid Registration key and Bi is the legitimate bidder can
be proved by following correctness equation:
Li
′
= h((gLiRKiMi)mod p)
= h((gk−SKiLi.gSKiLi)mod p
= h(gk−SKiLi+SKiLi)mod p
= h(gk)mod p
= Li
The legitimacy of the bid can be proved by following correctness equation
r
′
i = (g
Sil−ei)modq
= (geiT Ki+w.g−T Kiei)modq
= (geiT Ki+w−eiT Ki)modq
= (gw)modq
= ri
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Implementation & Results
This chapter gives overview about implementation and security analysis.Section 4.1 ex-
plains about implementation. and Section 4.2 explain about security analysis.
4.1 Implementation
The proposed algorithm has been implemented on java platform and the following snap-
shots show its implementation:
Figure 4.1 shows the successful completion of the registration process,Figure 4.2
shows the ticket issuing by the Auction Manager after successful registration, Figure 4.3
shows the successful completion of bidding process and Figure 4.4 shows the database of
the Auction Manager.
Figure 4.1: Registration Process
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Figure 4.2: Ticket Issued by AM(T Ki)
Figure 4.3: Successful Bidding
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Figure 4.4: AM’s database
4.2 Security Analysis
1 Anonymity : Since, the method uses registration key which is calculated using the
secret key (SKi ) of the each bidder, therefore no one can identify the identity of the
bidder .
2 Unforgeability : In our method, no one can forge with the signature because the
method is based on DLP. For any y ∈ Zp∗, it is computationally infeasible to derive
‘x′ such that y = gxmod p . In our method, ‘w′ is kept secret by the bidder. so, it is
infeasible to get ri calculated by the bidder.
3 Non-repudiation : The winner can not deny his/her bidding prices when the winner
is announced, because each bidder receives a ticket which is calculated by his/her
registration key and is known to both Registration Manager and Auction Manager.
4 Public verifiability : Any bidder can verify the ticket of another bidder whether
it is issued by AM or not because RKi is known to everyone. Also the bid price
is shown along with the T Ki of corresponding bidder by Auction Manager on the
bulletin board, so that other bidders can know the prices of that bidder.
5 One-time registration : After being registered with the Registration Manager, the
bidder can participate in any number of auctions because any Auction Manager in
link with that RM can get the RKi of that bidder and send the ticket to start the
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bidding process.
6 No framing : In our method no one can participate in the bidding using the identity
information of another bidder because the registration key is known to the Auction
Manager, Registration Manager and the bidder himself. The ticket produced by the
Auction Manager is based on the registration key of the bidder and the public key
of the Auction Manager.
7 Fairness : Since the AM gets only registration key RKi of each bidder and RM
keeps all other identity information of the bidder with himself so, there is no ques-
tion for the AM to not to deal in fair manner.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis, an efficient Online Auction Scheme has been proposed using Discrete Loga-
rithmic Problem(DLP), Digital Signatures and hash functions to meet the security features
such as Anonymity,Unforgeability,Non Repudiation,Public Verifiability,One time Regis-
tration, No-framing,and fairnes in the bidding process.
In future the remaining loopholes Unlinkability among different rounds of Auction
and linkability in a round of the Auction will be discussed to fulfill the all security loop-
holes in an Online English Auction.But , when all security loopholes are discussed ,it
comes with a cost of more complex scheme and the scheme does fail in therms of avoid-
ing Shill Bidding.
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